
All your assignments this semester will culminate in the final paper. This will focus on a socio-

political issue and how it is illustrated through a pop culture context.
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(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License  (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Wikipedia:Text_of_Creative_Commons_Attribution-ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License) ).

SAMPLE POP CULTURE TOPICS:

           Television show (ex: The Twilight Zone, Black Mirror)

           Film (see list below)

           Stand-up Comedy performance (ex: Dennis Miller, Judah Friedlander)

           Music (song, album; discussion of music/lyrics can also include analysis of music video; protest songs, etc.)

           Advertising (Dove Real Beauty ad campaign, print/commercial, etc.)

           Video games (sexism and progressivism in video game culture/Gamergate)
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           Art (series/visual: painting, photography, etc.; Graffiti art like Banksy)

           Performance Art (Yoko Ono, Poppy videos, etc.)

SAMPLE FILM TOPICS:

Edward Scissorhands: Celebrity Culture

Interstellar: the Great Depression; over-farming/climate change

Snowpiercer: social class structure

Minority Report: criminal justice system; civil commitment

Avatar: imperialism/colonialism; reaping natural resources & destroying the environment; oil, blood diamonds, etc.

Battleship: Immigration

X-Men: eugenics; gay & lesbian analogy

SAMPLE INTRO PARAGRAPH:
Ex Machina is a recently released sci-fi film that deals with an artificially intelligent being. It brings up such questions as

whether it is ethical to create artificial life, what rights that artificial life should be given, and how does one define humanity.

The film is relatable to current advances in technology in that these advances happen so quickly that society has little time

to process the changes or adapt to them. One of the core questions then becomes, just because we can do something

does not mean that we should do it. Relevant to present day, a recent article titled “As Japan's Population Ages, Robots

Seen as Workforce Solution” by Will Ripley (CNN), discusses Japanese businesses using robots in stores and how one day

these robots “could replace humans for certain jobs."

FINAL PAPER GUIDELINES

TBD by instructor.

(Assignment License: Social-Political Themes in Pop Culture by Alyson Blythe  (http://www.fletcher.edu/faculty-staff/?first_name=alyson+&um_search=1) is licensed under a CC BY

4.0  (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) license).
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